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Abstract: Securing IT infrastructures of our modern lives is a challenging task be-
cause of their increasing complexity, scale and agile nature. Monolithic approaches
such as using stand-alone firewalls and IDS devices for protecting the perimeter cannot
cope with complex malwares and multistep attacks. Collaborative security emerges as
a promising approach. But, research results in collaborative security are not mature,
yet, and they require continuous evaluation and testing.

In this work, we present CIDE, a Collaborative Intrusion Detection Extension for
the network security simulation platform (NeSSi2). Built-in functionalities include
dynamic group formation based on node preferences, group-internal communication,
group management and an approach for handling the infection process for malware-
based attacks. The CIDE simulation environment provides functionalities for easy
implementation of collaborating nodes in large-scale setups. We evaluate the group
communication mechanism on the one hand and provide a case study and evaluate
our collaborative security evaluation platform in a signature exchange scenario on the
other.

1 Introduction

IT infrastructures permeate our daily lives, and our society becomes more dependent on

information technologies [Cas05]. Cost reduction, improved business opportunities or

quality of services; everyday more systems get connected to the Internet. As the scale of

such interconnected IT infrastructures grows, due to short innovation cycles, information

and communication technologies become more complex and agile. Therefore, securing IT

infrastructures becomes a growing challenge. Monolithic approaches such as using stand-

alone virus scanners, firewalls and intrusion detection system (IDS) devices for protecting

the perimeter cannot cope with complex malwares and multistep attacks. For example, a

single and non-collaborative IDS node suffers from a very limited view and detection ca-

pability [ZLK10]. Collaborative security emerges as a promising approach. But, research

results in collaborative security are not mature, yet, and they require continuous evaluation

and testing.

Collaborative IDS (CIDS) systems generally consist of nodes (also agents or peers) that

monitor a portion of a communication network and exchange intrusion-related informa-

tion amongst each other. First, centralized approaches came up, where a single node
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